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Introduction

The widespread development of parklets during the COVID-19 pandemic provides a
useful indicator of the varying capacities of urban streets for transformations that
enhance urban vitality. The distribution of Melbourne’s parklets reveals both the
potentials and the impediments for converting carspace on streets for new uses.

A parklet is a small, barrier-protected space which temporarily transforms kerbside
parking space for public use. During 2020-21, hundreds of café parklets
incrementally transformed Melbourne’s streetscapes to meet new needs for
hospitality businesses to provide socially-distance outdoor dining. 

This paper maps and analyses 594 parklets across metropolitan Melbourne,
identified from aerial surveys and field observation (Figure 1). We examined a range
of urban design factors across various scales that positively and negatively impact
the supply and demand for parklets in individual streets. Our analysis identifies
streets’ varying capacities for enhancing local pedestrian and commercial activities.
It also challenges policy-makers, planners and designers to address a variety of
impediments to improving pedestrian-friendly street environments.

Our mapping shows that 35 of the 51 major retail precincts in inner Melbourne host
parklets. Parklets thrive on traditional ‘high streets’ that have small-scale shopfronts,
mixed use, pedestrian density and good transport links, but relatively little
through-traffic. Many parklets cluster along tram routes, which slow traffic and
enhance access. Commercial streets terminating near Melbourne’s bayfront are
especially well-served with parklets. Parklets are also concentrated along five of
inner Melbourne’s six major north-south commercial streets. These are relatively
less- trafficked commercial streets. They also receive lunchtime sunshine on both
kerbsides, attracting more pedestrians and parklets.

Parklets are scarce where streets lack pedestrians, including commercial precincts
such as indoor shopping malls, Southbank and Docklands, which have different
urban morphologies that largely segregate streets and cars from pedestrian spaces.
They lack business-to-street interfaces where parklets can intervene.
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Figure 1: Melbourne’s Parklets (Source: Authors)

Impediments to Reclaiming Street Space

By examining 18 Melbourne commercial streets that lacked parklets, we identified
numerous street design and management factors that impact the social and
economic vitality and adaptability of local streets.
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Clearways and ‘Side Streets’

The most significant impediment to inner-city parklets was clearways. VicRoads
optimizes peak-hour commuter traffic on 600km of Melbourne streets (Figure 1), by
prohibiting parking on the peak-traffic kerb. Local governments cannot approve
parklets on the many retail strips that are clearways. Clearways can help support
parklets, by reducing traffic on nearby streets and bringing customers. Low-traffic
side streets intersecting clearways can add parklet capacity, particularly near
corners.

This depends on the specific kinds of commercial uses and building facades that
face those streets; the depth, design and use of property setbacks; the existence of
kerbside parking spaces; and the widths and design of the streets themselves. Many
factors limit options for side street parklets: streets designed around maximising
vehicular movements, and streets that already have many traffic-calming measures.
But there is scope to improve capacity for parklets on minor streets.

Figure 2 shows how a very permeable, mixed-use inner-city neighbourhood can
support vitality beyond major, high-traffic commercial streets: 47% of
Fitzroy/Collingwood’s 66 parklets were on minor side streets. This neighbourhood
combines a critical mass of attractors, high-density living and good pedestrian
connectivity with surplus width on its 20m-wide side streets. Shorter main-street
blocks and street-corner hospitality businesses such as pubs facilitate parklets
spreading beyond main streets, especially on those businesses’ longer, low-traffic
side-street frontages. Parklets on minor streets were larger. On main streets there
are more crosswalks and tram stops, and businesses have narrower frontages and
competition from neighbouring businesses for parklet permits and parking spaces.
Melbourne’s CBD illustrates traffic calming measures extending pedestrian activity
and parklets beyond main streets, onto the city’s four ‘little’ streets.
 
Street Quality

We examined eight main-street retail precincts that lack parklets but aren’t clearways
(Figure 1, in red). These precincts tend to be smaller ones further from central
Melbourne, where people are more likely to drive than walk, with less transport
connections, wider streets, higher traffic speeds, more carparking, lower building
density and wider frontages, where footpath dining is accordingly less common.
Parklets enhance existing pedestrian quality, but can’t create it on their own. Parklets
are also rare on commercial streets with enough pre-existing footpath widenings to
meet outdoor dining demand.

Comparison of three parallel commercial corridors in middle-suburban Glen Eira
(Table 1; bottom right of Figure 1) suggests that quality existing streetscapes can
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contribute more to parklet viability than urban centrality or transport access. Centre
Road, which hosts three parklets, is further out and lacks trams, but it is traffic
calmed to 40km/h, with two lanes, landscaped footpath widenings and large trees. 

Figure 2: Parklets in Fitzroy/Collingwood (Source: Austhors)

Street Capacity
Many factors that influenced parklet creation in Melbourne related to street design.
They included street width, slope, block lengths, and the location of hospitality
businesses along the block. But parklets do appear on wide and steep streets;
barriers can be overcome and capacity improved.
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Table 1: Three parallel commercial streets in Glen Eira (Source: Authors)

Our analysis indicates that minor side streets provide capacity for parklets where
major commercial streets don’t allow transformation. Parklets on side streets help to
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bridge the frequent 20m-wide gaps in high streets, and extend traffic calming and
pedestrian vitality. 

Parklets can only occupy commercial streets that still have untapped capacity.
Where wide streets have already been comprehensively traffic calmed with greatly
widened footpaths, parklets’ transitional, adaptive function is largely redundant. 
New mixed-use urban precincts such as Southbank and Docklands have limited
capacity for incremental transformations of the street edge. While they may provide
more generous space for current needs, they are less adaptable for changing needs.

Melbourne has great streets. Their ample width and gridded connectivity provide
excellent capacity for adaptation. Parklets show where and how that capacity can be
deployed to reduce carspace and provide better environments for pedestrians, given
adequate demand, policy and resources.


